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INTRODUCTION

Past Findings and Strategies for Designing Peptide

Ligands for Membrane Receptors

W
e have shown that small, 8–20 residue, physio-

logically active, protein-targeted, allosteric

and/or modulatory peptide ligands can be ra-

tionally designed using sequence-analytic, sig-

nal processing-derived, computational methods.

These techniques elucidate eigenvector hierarchies of hydro-

phobic autocorrelation patterns in hydrophobically trans-

ABSTRACT:

Patented signal analytic algorithms applied to

hydrophobically transformed, numerical amino acid

sequences have previously been used to design short,

protein-targeted, L or D retro-inverso peptides. These

peptides have demonstrated allosteric and/or indirect

agonist effects on a variety of G-protein and tyrosine

kinase coupled membrane receptors with 30% to over

80% hit rates. Here we extend these approaches to a

globular protein target. We designed eight peptide ligands

targeting an ELISA antibody responsive protein,

b-galactosidase, bGAL. Three of the eight 14mer peptides

allosterically activated bGAL with ELISA methodology.

Using Bayesian statistics, this 38% hit rate would have

occurred 2 3 10�9 by chance. These peptides

demonstrated binding site competitive or noncompetitive

interactions, suggesting allosteric site multiplicity with

respect to their bGAL binding-mediated ELISA signal.

Kinetic studies demonstrated the temperature dependence

of the bGAL peptide binding functions. Using the van’t

Hoff relation, we found evidence for enthalpy–entropy

compensation. This relation is often found for hydrophobic

interactions in aqueous media, and is consistent with the

postulated hydrophobic series encoding underlying our

protein-targeted, peptide design methods. It appears that

our algorithmic, hydrophobic autocovariance eigenvector

template approach to the design of allosteric peptides

targeting membrane receptors may also be applicable to

the design of peptide ligands targeting nonmembrane

involved globular proteins. # 2006 Wiley Periodicals, Inc.
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formed amino acid sequences. We can then algorithmically

construct peptide ligands that express the target protein’s

leading hydrophobic eigenmode components in a hierarchy

of hydrophobic autocorrelation wavelengths (i.e., autocovar-

iance eigenvector modes).1–7 These and similar protein

hydrophobic sequence, signal-analytic (but not peptide

design) methods are now being used by others.8–13

Using the design methods summarized below (also see U.S.

Patents 6,560,542, and 6,865,492, and pending patents

20020009756, 20050027457, and 20050119454, and Refs. 7 and

14, we have targeted the human long-form, G-protein coupled,

D2 dopamine receptor with twelve, 15 residue peptides, and

found that 83% of the peptides designed and synthesized posi-

tively modulated and/or indirectly activated dopamine-medi-

ated effects in human D2 stably transfected, Chinese hamster

ovary, CHO, and/or mouse fibroblast, LtK, cell lines. Ligand-

induced, dose-dependent, functional effects were evaluated as

integrated extracellular acidification rate responses, EAR, as

determined by microphysiometry.14 Representative peptides

from this hydrophobic autocorrelation, eigenvector template-

generated set were expressed in L-amino acid ortho, and D-

amino acid retro-inverso forms. The latter preserves side chain

hydrophobic eigenmodes, but not backbone geometry.15

These peptides, infused bilaterally in vivo into the promi-

nently dopaminergic rat brain nucleus accumbens, acted like

indirect dopaminergic agonists. They significantly increased

timed rat exploratory behavior and induced an ampheta-

mine-like disruption of prepulse inhibition. They also aug-

mented the actions of the dopamine-releasing drug ampheta-

mine in both tasks.14 The most active of these peptides, given

parenterally in retro-inverso form, ameliorated behavioral

defects in an animal model of attention deficit hyperactivity

disorder (ADHD), spontaneously hypertensive rats, using its

‘‘normal’’ progenitor strain, Wistar–Kyoto rats as controls.16

Using the same analyses and eigenvector design methods,

ten 15-residue peptides were designed targeting the leading

hydrophobic autocorrelation eigenmodes of the human G-

protein coupled, m1 and m4 muscarinic cholinergic recep-

tors. The leading modes of the m1 and m4 subtypes were sim-

ilar to each other, but distinct from those of m2, m3, or m5.

Six of the ten peptides demonstrated indirect agonist and/or

positive modulatory effects on atropine-reversible, carba-

chol-induced increases in EAR, studied in human m1, stably

transfected CHO cells.7 Using the method of Bayesian pri-

ors,17 the probability of this hit rate by chance alone is 0.25

� 10�8. With regard to specificity, crossover studies between

D2 and m1 directed peptide ligands evidenced no activity

with respect to each other’s receptor.7

In unpublished studies with D. Grigoridas, Neurocrine

Biosciences, similarly designed, G-protein coupled, human

corticotropin releasing factor receptor, CRF2A, targeted

12mers demonstrated indirect agonist activity via increasing

cAMP accumulation in mouse fibroblast, LtK cells that were

stably transfected with CRF2A.18,19 We have previously

found hydrophobic autocorrelation eigenmode matches

between a known peptide estrogen antagonist and the estro-

gen receptor, ER�, the protein calcineurin and its T-cell nu-

clear factor NFAT docking site, and the chaperone GroEL

and its target enzyme protein, �-lactamase.4

The Morlet continuous wavelet transformations of the

leading hydrophobic sequence autocovariance eigenfunc-

tions1 of the D2,
14 m1,

7 and CRF2A (Unpublished) G-protein

coupled, seven transmembrane receptors, confirmed the

wavenumber(s) (i.e., spatial wavelength(s)) of the dominant

hydrophobic autocorrelation eigenvector modes. Following

computational removal of the hydrophobically dominant

transmembrane modes, wavelet transformations suggested

that the next (i.e., nontransmembrane) leading mode den-

sities were usually colocalized in the receptor sequence with

the N-terminal and/or extracellular loops and/or juxtatrans-

membrane sequences.

We have also used the leading hydrophobic eigenvector

template peptide design methods to target the much longer,

more globular receptor’s extracellular amino acid hydropho-

bic sequence of tyrosine kinase coupled compared with G-

protein coupled membrane receptor targets. We analyzed the

hydrophobically transformed, 221 residue, extramembranous

sequence of the tyrosine kinase coupled, human nerve

growth factor (NGF) receptor (TrkA), and computationally

designed peptides targeting its dominant eigenvector modes.20

Of 11 autocovariance eigenvector template designed and syn-

thesized 15 residue peptides, four demonstrated indirect ago-

nist activity, and eight produced positive modulatory effects

in NGF-evoked integrated EAR, as determined in stably

transfected TrkA in rat pheochromocytoma (PC12) cells.20

The compound eigenvector template that generated these

peptide ligands was the eigenvalue-weighted sum of the three

leading eigenvectors of the linear decomposition of the global

hydrophobic autocorrelation function. The leading hydro-

phobic mode densities were also observed in the Mor-

let wavelet transformation of the 220 residue, extracellular

segment. These densities were distributed intermittently

throughout the sequence, but were particularly prominent in

two ‘‘patches’’21 located in the X-ray defined ABED �-sheet

floor of the immunoglobulin-like domain and the central �-

sheet that forms the core of the homodimeric NGF molecule,

along with the loops at the carboxy-terminal region. Both of

these regions of have been suggested as sites involved in NGF

binding based on the X-ray crystal structure of human NGF

complexed with human TrkA.21,22
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Targeting Accessible Peptide Segments of a

Non-Membrane-Involved Globular Protein

The successful targeting of the relatively large, 220 residue

extracellular homodimer of the TrkA receptor suggested the

possibility that we could design peptide ligands directed at a

nonmembrane involved, globular protein.

Native and engineered Escherichia coli �-galactosidase,

�GAL, is known to be allosterically responsive to antibod-

ies.23–28 In addition, it manifests concentration dependent

enzymatic activation by landscape phage derived antibody

peptides.29–35 These findings, �GAL’s commercial availability,

and the technical ease of its ELISA36,37 encouraged its selec-

tion as the target globular protein.

The G-protein and the tyrosine kinase coupled membrane

proteins have extra-membranous, amino acid sequences ac-

cessible for binding by peptide ligands in the extracellular

compartment. In contrast, the accessibility of the 1021 resi-

due globular protein to mode-matched peptide ligands is a

significant issue. Fortunately, previous studies, summarized

in Table I as ‘‘relative binding capacity,’’ have indicated that 9

of the 18 cyanogen bromide (CNBr) and tryptic (T) peptide

fragments from �GAL evoked antibodies with significant

�GAL binding capacity, such that their corresponding se-

quential antigenic determinants were considered ‘‘exposed’’

and accessible for antibody binding.38–40

The Table I column labeled ‘‘Wavenumber(s) in amino

acids, aa,’’ lists the maximum entropy power spectral modes

of these hydrophobically transformed T and CNBr antigenic

�GAL segments. Note that the leading hydrophobic eigen-

vector modes of �GAL used to generate physiologically active

computationally designed peptide ligands were found as

dominant modes in five of nine �GAL CNBr and T frag-

ments that generated antibodies, which bound �GAL (i.e.,

*2.0 aa, *3.1 aa, and *8.0 aa; Figure 1).40 Thus, both

hydrophobic mode matching and potential target amino acid

sequence accessibility led us to predict possible �GAL bind-

ing by hydrophobic eigenmode matched peptide ligands.

We computationally designed eight �GAL-targeted, 14

residue, hydrophobically mode-matched peptide ligands.

These were synthesized (NeoMPS, La Jolla, CA) to �95% pu-

rity by HPLC-MS criteria and screened for activity using

standard 96 well, colorimetric ELISA methodologies. Three

Table I Relative Binding Capacity of Antibodies to Tand CNBr Antigenic bGAL Segments

Indicating De Novo Peptide Ligand Accessible Sequence Locations by Eigenmode

a Relative binding capacity for �-galactosidase compared to homologous antigen.
b From Ref. 40.

40 Selz et al.
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of these peptides bound significantly to �GAL. The kinetics

of allosteric site competition for �GAL activation between

systematic peptide pairings of these three was examined. The

temperature dependence of the ligand-�GAL activation

affinities were used to explore the evidence for entropy–en-

thalpy compensation,41–43 characteristic of hydrophobic

interactions in aqueous ligand–protein systems.44–48

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Because of the wide diversity of approaches exploited in these stud-

ies and the close relationship of the explication of each group of

results with the language of its methods, we have associated materi-

als and methods information to each of the Results sections.

RESULTS

The Results of �GAL Analyses and Peptide–Ligand

Design Elucidate Dominant Autocorrelation

Eigenvector Modes

The proprietary techniques used to analyze and target

�GAL’s leading hydrophobic sequence autocovariance matrix

eigenmodes include: (1) numerical transformation of the

�GAL sequence into amino acid solvent partition-derived

hydrophobicities in kcal/mol49–52;(2) linear decomposition

of hydrophobically transformed �GAL sequence’s lagged

autocovariance matrix, generating leading eigenvalues, eigen-

vectors, and eigenfunctions. The latter are formed by compo-

sition of the eigenvectors with the sequentially averaged

hydrophobic series1,53,54; (3) all poles, maximum entropy,

power spectral transformation of the leading eigenfunctions

to partially describe and index the wavelengths of the leading

hydrophobic eigenmodes1,55–57; (4) wavelet transformation

of the leading eigenfunctions to obtain an independent

approximation of the wavelengths of the leading mode den-

sities that were indicated by their power (frequency) spectral

transformations, and to suggest the sequence location(s) of

their leading eigenmode densities7,11,12,58–63; (5) weighted

random assignment of amino acids by hydrophobic group to

the partitioned compound eigenvector template, derived

from, (2) generating the hydrophobic mode matched, candi-

date peptide ligands.7

We have consistently used64,65 the earliest complete set of

hydrophobic amino acid energetic transformations, the Tan-

ford hydrophobicity scale in kcal/mol.49,50 Approximately 88

amino acid hydrophobicity scales are now available (see

http://pref.etfox.hr./split/scales/html). In the Tanford scale,

the free energy of transfer of amino acids from water to

hydrocarbon solvent is estimated by their relative concentra-

tions in the binary partition.66 We have found that among

the results of the various techniques used in this estimation,

the interscale correlations range from r ¼ 0.56 to 0.92.67 In

addition, related physical properties, such as partial specific

volume, van der Waals volume (volume enclosed by the van

der Waal’s radius),68 and aqueous cavity surface area,69 corre-

late with the Tanford scale in the range r ¼ 0.67–0.72.7 The

Tanford scale estimation of the numerical values of relative

hydrophobicity in kilocalories per mole of the 20 naturally

occurring amino acids50 are: G ¼ 0.00, Q ¼ 0.0, S ¼ 0.07, T

¼ 0.07, N ¼ 0.09 D ¼ 0.66, E ¼ 0.67, R ¼ 0.85, A ¼ 0..87, H

¼ 0.87, C ¼ 1.52, K ¼ 1.65, M ¼ 1.67, V ¼ 1.87, L ¼ 2.17, Y

¼ 2.67, P ¼ 2.77, F ¼ 2.87, I ¼ 3.15, W ¼ 3.77. It is apparent

that the Tanford scale partitions naturally into four hydro-

phobic groups with five members each, from lowest to high-

est, G,Q,S,T,N; D,E,R,A,H; C,K,M,V,L; Y,P,F,I,W. These can

be put in correspondence with the four-partitioned autocor-

relation (autocovariance) matrix eigenvector(s) composing

the template used in the design of the protein-targeted, pep-

tide ligands. Group and specific amino acid constraints as

noted are sometimes applied.

The graph in Figure 1A is of the 1021 residue, (E. coli)

�GAL (Swiss-Prot P00722) transformed amino acids

sequence as a sequence of hydrophobic values, hbi. The graph

in Figure 1B is of the maximum entropy, all poles, power

(frequency) spectral transformation of the undecomposed

hydrophobicity sequence shown in Figure 1A. Notice the

high noise floor, broadband peaks, and poorly resolved mul-

tiplicity of poles. For improved characterization, we use a

Karhunen-Loeve-like, eigen-decomposition and eigenfunc-

tion construction, to expose and specify the dominant

hydrophobic autocorrelation wavelength modes.1,6,7,53,54,62,70

The undecomposed, hydrophobically transformed �GAL

sequence, the graph in Figure 1A, is used to generate a sequen-

tially lagged, data matrix, from which a 14� 14 autocovariance

matrix is computed using standard methods.71 A maximum lag

of 14 was chosen from a range of 8–20aa, such that the resulting

leading eigenfunction minimized least squares error fit to the

nearest neighbor averaged hydrophobic series.1,72 This auto-

covariance matrix was linearly decomposed,56 generating an

ordered set of eigenvalues and associated eigenvectors. Eigen-

functions were derived from convolution of each of the eigen-

vectors with �GAL’s hydrophobic series. Therefore, the leading

eigenfunctions correspond to the leading (largest) ordered

eigenvalues and eigenvectors.1,7,53,54 Intuitively, the lagged auto-

covariance matrix scans for the leading hydrophobic modes

across a range of autocorrelation lengths, and the decomposi-

tion and subsequent eigenvector composition with the original

series yields the leading eigenfunctions. Looking across these

eigenfunctions, we see the eigenvalue-ordered eigenmodes of

�GAL’s hierarchy of hydrophobic wavelengths. The graphs in
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Figure 1C and 1E are the plots of the two leading eigenfunc-

tions,  1 and y2.

We use a Fourier method found useful in the analysis of

relatively short series,6 the all poles, maximum entropy

power (frequency) spectral transformation.55,56 The resulting

plot in Figure 1D is a graph indicating the wavelengths, !�1

¼ 2.0 amino acids, aa, of y1. The graph in Figure 1F shows

the !�1 ¼ 8.0 aa and 3.1 aa modes of  2. Summing the two

eigenvalue-weighted eigenvectors that generated,  1 and  2

yields the compound eigenvector template graphed in Figure

1G. A graph of its all poles, power spectral transformation

displays �GAL’s leading eigenvector modes, wavelengths of

3.1, 2.0, and 8.0 aa, the plot in Figure 1H.

The compound eigenvector template was divided into

four equal partitions that were then brought into correspon-

dence with the four hydrophobic amino acid groups (see

above). The sequence of hydrophobic partition membership

was indexed from lowest (i.e. 1) to highest (i.e. 4), and listed

below the graph in Figure 1G. �GAL-targeted peptide ligands

were designed by sequential random assignment of amino

acids to template positions by hydrophobic group, statisti-

cally weighted by each amino acid’s within group availability

in the human extracellular pools.73

Additional constraints were applied to amino acid assign-

ment to template positions. These include the following:

Because our previous studies have suggested that eigenvector

template generated peptides with average side chain pKa’s

that deviated significantly from &7.4 were less likely to be

active,7,14,20 we selected candidate peptides with an average

side chain pKa’s between 7.2 and 7.6. Because of the difficul-

ties encountered with purification, methionines were not

assigned to terminal positions. In addition, to avoid the

potential for ��S��S�� mediated loop closure, multiple non-

adjacent cysteine assignments were avoided.

Data Relevant to �GAL’s Hydrophobic Eigenmode

Accessibility and Analyses of the Eigenmode

Sequence Locations Using Wavelet Transformations

Unlike the solvent-exposed, extracellular locations of the tar-

geted modes of membrane receptors, the peptide ligand

accessibility of the globular �GAL protein subsequences con-

taining the target modes must be addressed. As noted earlier,

in previous studies, antibodies were generated to 18 tryptic

(T) and cyanogen bromide (CNBr) �GAL subsequences.

These subsequences represented more than 80% of �GAL’s

1021 residue sequence.74–77 The antibodies were tested for

native �GAL binding and assessed relative to their binding to

homologous antigens.40 Nine antisera bound to the central

and carboxy-terminal regions of �GAL. The sequence of col-

umns in Table I contain, from left to right, a list of the

indexed antigenic peptide fragments,40 their locations in

�GAL’s amino acid sequence, their �GAL binding capacity

relative to that for their homologous antigens and their re-

spective all poles spectral wavelengths expressed as hydro-

phobic mode wavenumbers, in sometimes fractional units of

amino acid residues. Their antibody binding capacities for

�GAL were found to be lower than to their homologous anti-

gens, but their avidities were high, from 2.0 � 107 to 1.6

� 108 L/mol. Avidity is expressed as 1/Kd in L/mol, reflecting

the concentration of free antigen at which binding reaches

50% of the maximum value.40

FIGURE 1 A is a graph of the 1021 residue (E. coli) �GAL protein (Swiss-Prot P00722) as a

hydrophobically transformed amino acid sequence. The Tanford solvent partition derived hydro-

phobicity scale was used.49,50,66 B: Graph of the noisy, broadband, maximum entropy, all-poles

power (frequency) spectral transformation of the undecomposed, amino acid hydrophobicity series

portrayed in A.55,56 C: Graph of �GAL’s leading eigenfunction, computed by the serial composition

of the original series with the leading eigenvector of the lagged autocovariance matrix of the hydro-

phobically transformed �GAL sequence.53,54,61 D: Plot of the maximum entropy, all poles, power

(frequency) spectrum of �GAL’s leading eigenfunction (C). The spectrum suggests that the leading

hydrophobic eigenmode of �GAL has a wavelength of approximately 2.0 amino acids in length. E:

Graph of the second eigenfunction, constructed from the second eigenvector (described in the

text). F: Plot of the power (frequency) spectrum of the second eigenfunction (E). It demonstrates

two secondary �GAL hydrophobic eigenmodes, with wavelengths of about 8.0 and 3.1 amino acids.

G: Graph of the eigenvalue-weighted sum of the leading and second eigenvectors, derived from the

lagged autocovariance matrices of the hydrophobically transformed �GAL sequence. This com-

pound eigenvector is partitioned into four equal hydrophobic free energy spaces, in correspondence

with the four amino acid hydrophobic classes (described in the text). This compound eigenvector

serves as the template for the weighted random assignment of amino acids to generate the peptides

targeting the leading hydrophobic eigenmodes of �GAL.7,14 H: Plot of the maximum entropy, all

poles, power (frequency) spectrum of the composite eigenvector (G). It displays �GAL’s leading
and secondary hydrophobic eigenmodes of approximately 2.0, 3.1, and 8.0 amino acid wavelengths.

42 Selz et al.
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FIGURE 1
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All poles power spectral transformations of hydrophobi-

cally transformed antigenic T and CNBr peptide sequences

were used to analyze peptide fragments of length �61 resi-

dues as listed in Table I. Autocovariance matrix eigendecom-

position followed by all poles, power spectral transformation

of the resulting leading eigenfunction were used to evaluate

T and CNBr peptide fragments of lengths >61 residues. Table

I indicates that antigenic peptides with hydrophobic autoco-

variance eigenmode spectra of approximately 2.0, 3.1, and/or

8.0 aa (hbi) generate antibodies that have apparent access to

putatively mode matched �GAL binding sites in the central

and carboxy-terminal regions of �GAL’s sequence. The mode

content of some antigenic peptides could not be resolved

(BBM : ‘‘broad band mess’’), and some peptide antigenic

peptide sequences containing one or more of the three domi-

nant modes, particularly in the N-terminal portion, gener-

ated antibodies that did not bind. Approximately 1–350 resi-

due, amino terminal sequence of �GAL, and the correspond-

ing T and CNBr peptide generated �GAL antibody binding

sites are conjectured to be physically inaccessible,40 probably

buried (see FoldIndex, http://bip.weizmann.ac.il/fldbin/

findex).

In previous studies, it was shown that planar graphs of

Morlet wavelet transformations of globular proteins appeared

to discriminate among families that Richardson defined by

their sequential secondary structural composition.61,78 Wave-

let transformation of globular proteins’ (hydrophobic auto-

correlation) autocovariance matrix-derived eigenfunctions

have also allowed sequence localization of the transmem-

brane segments in rhodopsin and other G-protein coupled

membrane receptors.7,62 Subsequent work confirmed the

usefulness of wavelet transformation in locating transmem-

brane segments, as well as the hydrophobic core and repeat-

ing motifs in globular proteins.9,11,63

Using standard methods,59,60 the continuous Morlet

wavelet transformations of the first and second eigenfunc-

tions of �GAL were computed and displayed as phase ampli-

tude plots in Figures 2A and 2B and 3. The sequence posi-

tions (uncorrected for the offset created by the 14-lagged

autocovariance matrix generating the eigenvectors and thus

the eigenfunctions) are indicated along the x-axis. The non-

linear scale (in mother-wavelet wavelengths, analogous to the

inverse radian frequency of a trigonometric function) is dis-

played on the y-axis. The coefficients’ phase amplitudes are

coded by color, from low to high (blue through green though

yellow and orange to red). Overlaid on the wavelet planes are

the locations of Celada’s antigenic peptide sequences. Only T

and CNBr fragments that evidenced the hydrophobic modes

of the eigenfunction in a given wavelet plane are indexed at

their sequence locations in that figure (Table I).40 Of these,

the segments that produce antibodies that bound �GAL (i.e.,

assumed to be accessible segments) are distinguished by their

alphanumeric index manifesting purple surrounds. Assumed

to be inaccessible segments with signatory hydrophobic

mode content are indexed in their sequence locations, but

without a colored surround.

The graph in Figure 2A portrays the wavelet transforma-

tion of the first eigenfunction, C1, demonstrating a domi-

nant (orange–red) power spectral mode &2.0aa. It can be

seen that patches of variation around this scale are distrib-

uted with a range of amplitudes throughout the length of

�GAL. Figure 2B is a ‘‘zoomed in’’ version of Figure 2A, and

shows that this mode has the greatest number and power of

&2.0aa phase amplitude densities in the carboxy terminal

half of the sequence, the area known to be associated with a

greater density of peptide-generated, ‘‘accessible’’ CNBr anti-

body binding locations. This finding is consistent with crys-

tallographic studies indicating that the carboxy end of �GAL

contains antiparallel �-sheets,79 which we have observed to

be characterized by the hydrophobic power spectral mode of

&2.0aa.3

Figure 3 shows the wavelet transformation phase ampli-

tudes of the second eigenfunction, C2. A dominant band cor-

responding to the power spectral &8.0aa mode is in evi-

dence. For this mode, phase amplitudes corresponding to

peptide-generated peptide fragment-induced antibody bind-

ing sites, though distributed continuously throughout the

sequence, are more prominent in the carboxy-terminal seg-

ment. This wavelet mode (and matching power spectral

mode, Figure 1F) may represent a multiple of the characteris-

tic 2.0aa �-pattern length or that of an average loop-con-

nected, �-strand.80 In Figure 3, the wavelet phase amplitude

densities corresponding to the C2 eigenfunction-power spec-

tral &3.0aa (Figure 1F) mode can be seen to be distributed

intermittently.

It is perhaps significant that all three dominant hydropho-

bic eigenfunction modes are present with relatively high

phase amplitudes in the sequence locations corresponding to

the ‘‘accessible’’ CNBr24 peptide-generated, antibody binding

site. This is the site with the largest relative binding capacity

(Table I). It has been our experience that the power spectral

wavelength-mother wavelet scale relationships in these rela-

tively short aa (hbi) data series are only approximate.7,59 The

apparent selective binding by a subset of the mode matched

antigenic peptide-induced antibodies is consistent with the

presumption that both hydrophobic autocorrelation eigen-

mode matching and binding site accessibility are important

variables in determining the activity of computationally

designed peptide ligands targeting a nonmembrane involved,

large globular protein.

44 Selz et al.
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FIGURE 2 Contains continuous Morlet wavelet phase amplitude plots of the first eigenfunction

of the lagged autocovariance matrix transformation of �GAL’s hydrophobic series. The sequence

positions (here uncorrected for the offset created by the 14 lags, see text) are marked along the x-

axis. The mother wavelet wavelengths are displayed on the y-axis. The coefficients of relative wave-

let hydrophobic mode amplitude range from low (blue through green) to high (yellow to red). The

widely distributed first eigenfunction wavelet band (A), corresponding to the 2.0 amino acid power

spectral mode, is yellowish green and demonstrates intermittent islands of high autocorrelated

hydrophobic density (red). A ‘‘zoomed in’’ version of this data (B) shows this more clearly. The

sequence locations of the T and CNBr fragment antigenic peptides40 and those evidenced in the

dominant eigenmodes of the leading (B) or secondary (Figure 3) eigenfunctions are located by

brackets in the appropriate plot. The peptide fragments that produced antibodies that bound

�GAL (the peptide antibody defined ‘‘accessible’’ segments) are indicated by purple rectangles. The

peptides containing �GAL matching eigenmodes that did not bind (the peptide antibody defined

‘‘inaccessible’’ segments) are without a color surround (see text for details).
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The Results of Two Types of Screening Experiments

Examining �GAL Binding-Activation by Eigenvector

Designed Peptide Ligands with Monoclonal

Antibody to �GAL as the Control

�GAL is a commonly used enzyme label, conjugated to anti-

body–antigen reactants and used in the context of standard

enzyme linked immunosorbent assay, ELISA, methodol-

ogy.28,81–83 In this study, �GAL monoclonal antibody (mAB)

and hydrophobic autocovariance eigenvector template

designed peptides target the dominant eigenmodes of �GAL

directly. Binding of �GAL by targeted antibodies (see above),

mAB84,85 or landscape phage-derived peptides33,35 activates

�GAL’s enzymatic activity with respect to its substrate, O-

nitrophenyl-�-galactoside (ONPG). ONPG is converted to

galactose and O-nitrophenol, the latter a colored product

that absorbs light at 420 nm.86,87 The timed rate of change in

light absorbance at 420 nm in mOD/min is proportional to

the �GAL enzyme activity at baseline and bound-activated

states. The activity of the anti-�GAL mAB was used as a pos-

itive, referential control.

This reaction was exploited using standard 96-well plate,

ELISA colorimetric methods.81,83,88 The ELx 808 Ultra

Microplate Reader (Bio-Tek Instruments, Winooski, VT) and

the Sanbrook89 96-well plate, colorimetric, spectrophotomet-

ric measurement of �GAL’s product were used in these stud-

ies. The reader was controlled and data captured by an exter-

nal PC running KC4 Data Reduction Software (Bio-Tek

Instruments, Winooski, VT).

Two kinds of peptide screening experiments were per-

formed. First, binding of �GAL to varying mAB and peptide

levels was studied at fixed �GAL concentration (Figure 4).

Second, concentrations of mAB and peptides were kept con-

stant while concentrations of bGAL were varied (Figure 5;

Table II).

Materials and methods used have been described in detail

for analogous studies of �GAL binding by peptides derived

from landscape phage display libraries.31,33,35 �GAL was

obtained from Sigma (Catalogue no. G-6008). �GAL’s mAB

was Sigma’s mouse acites clone GAL-13 and ONPG was

Sigma N1127-5G. Standard Tris-HCl, pH 7.5, and phosphate

buffers, pH 7.0, were used for elutions and washings. �GAL

(in the first kind of experiment) or the computationally

designed peptides (in the second kind) were immobilized

onto the surface of 96-well, flat bottom, maleic anhydride,

FIGURE 3 Shows the continuous Morlet wavelet phase amplitude plot of the second eigenfunc-

tion of the lagged autocovariance matrix transformation of �GAL’s hydrophobic series, C2. This

wavelet plot shows two dominant bands corresponding to the power spectral eigenmode wave-

length of &8.0 amino acids and 3.1 amino acid modes. As in Figure 2, the sequence locations of

the T and CNBr fragment antigenic peptides40 and those dense in the dominant hydrophobic eigen-

mode are located by brackets in the plot. The peptide fragments that produced antibodies that

bound �GAL (‘‘accessible’’ segments) are indicated by purple rectangles. The peptides containing

�GAL matching eigenmodes that did not bind (the peptide antibody defined ‘‘inaccessible’’ seg-

ments) are without a color surround (see text for details).
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high binding polystyrene plates (Fisher) for 4 h at 378. Pre-
liminary experiments had shown these to be the optimal

time and temperature when comparisons of 1, 4, and 16 h

times at 4, 25, and 378C were made. The peptides were solu-

bilized in dimethylsulfoxide (DMSO) then sonicated for 10

min and kept in a stock solution of 1 mg/mL.

In the first set of experiments, BSA in buffer was added

and incubated for 1 h at room temperature. The wells were

washed four times with the indicated buffers, and 960 ng of

�GAL was added to each well. The plates were then incu-

bated at room temperature for 1 h. Unbound �GAL was

repeatedly washed away and 90 �L of ONPG substrate, 8 mg/

mL, was added to all wells. 240 ng of �GAL was added to

each empty well as a control for reagent activity. Optical den-

sity at 420 nm was measured as a function of time using the

ELISA procedure, as described earlier.

FIGURE 4 Three of the eight autocovariance eigenvector template designed peptides that were

synthesized and tested were found to bind �GAL. The graphs of the 96-well plate, colorimetrically

monitored, relative �GAL binding enzyme activation functions of these peptides (B–D) and the

function generated by the �GAL mAB positive control (A) are shown. Activity was monitored as

the ELISA enzymatic 420 nm colorimetric signal in mOD/min. A fixed amount of �GAL, 960 ng,

was bound to each well and then titrated with the indicated amounts of each peptide in milligram

per milliliter, before running the spectrophotometric assays. The experiments were run in triplicate,

and the means and standard deviations are indicated. The antibody and the three of the eight of the

peptides that were active manifested dose-dependent, positive modulatory effects in which, with

respect to peptide-induced maximal activity, TYMW > GYMF > NYMI (see text for details).
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The activity of the eight plate-immobilized de novo pepti-

des was studied relative to that of mouse acites �GAL mAB.

Experiments were performed in triplicate using the colori-

metric ELISA, with ONPG as �GAL’s enzymatic substrate. In

all experiments (of both kinds), five of the peptides demon-

strated no net activity above background: QYMWAWNVR-

VAIDA, GYVFAWGVAMAIER, QYVWAWTVAVAFDR, SYV-

FAIGVRMALDA, and QYMIAWQVRVALEA. In both kinds

of experiments with results exemplified in Figures 4 and 5,

and Table II, the same three peptides produced significant ac-

tivity, and always in the same order of maximal activation:

TYMWAWQVRVAFDA (TYMW) > GYMFAFSVRVALDA

FIGURE 5 The graphs of peptide-modulated �GAL enzymatic activity as binding isotherms at

238C, in which, in contrast to those in Figure 4, the amount of the immobilized, indicated peptide

was held constant at 25 �g/well and titrated, as indicated, with �GAL in four concentrations, 2.3,

4.8, 9.6, and 19.2 �g/mL. The ELISAs were run in triplicate with the means and standard deviations

indicated. Within the range of �GAL studied, there was relative dose-dependence and the same

order of maximal positive modulatory activity, TYMW > GYMF > NYMI (see text for details).
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(GYMF) > NYMIAWTVRVALEA (NYMI). The peptides dis-

played enzyme activation consistent with peptide dose-de-

pendent �GAL binding-activation, as indicated in Figure 4.

The mOD/min at 420 nm of the other five peptides did not

rise statistically significantly above background in these

experiments. The mAB positive control and the three active

eigenvector peptides were studied at concentrations indicated

in Figure 4. These peptides displayed positive modulatory

influences on �GAL’s binding-activation kinetics that were

not unlike the reported allosteric responses to antibody of

both native and engineered �GAL (Figure 4).23–28

In the second kind of experiment, mAB and the peptides

were held constant, 50 �L/well (at 500 �g/mL), and �GALwas

added at four concentrations: 2.3, 4.8, 9.6, and 19.2 �g/mL

(Figure 5). The kinetic studies with results portrayed in Table

II were of the second kind and conducted at 238C. The results
were confirmatory of the first kind of experimental findings in

that three of the eight peptides were active, and their rankings

with respect to activation maxima were: TYMW > GYMF >

NYMI. Both kinds of experiments demonstrated dose-

dependence in the peptides’ binding-activation of �GAL.

From experiments of the second kind, conducted at 238C,
the binding association constants listed in Table II were com-

puted using the Hill plot formalism,35,90,91 where Y is the

ELISA value of the maximal observed activity, Emax, and

ln Y
1�Y

¼ ln Kaþ n ln½mAB; peptide�, with n ¼ 1 (as in a clas-

sical Langmuir process).35,46,92 Ka was estimated from the

ordinate intercept, computed at the EC50, where Y ¼ 1 � Y.

Table II displays the mean Emax and their standard errors, rel-

ative to that of �GAL mAB, of TYMW, GYMF, and NYMI,

with respect to the maximum of their �GAL ELISA concen-

tration response function as in Figure 5. Estimates of the

mean Ka’s are indicated in the left most column in Table II.

Figure 5 shows binding isotherms for immobilized pepti-

des and mAB at 238C. Ninety-six-well ELISA plates were

treated with a high-speed rotary tool for 1 s using 1Un pol-

ishing paper. Peptides and �GAL mAB were immobilized on

the plates for 22 h at room temperature. Peptide-modulated

�GAL enzymatic activity was evaluated at a constant 25 �g/

well peptide or mAB concentration across �GAL concentra-

tions (2.3, 4.8, 9.6, and 19.2 �g/mL). The ELISAs were run in

triplicate with the means and standard deviations indicated.

The results suggest relative dose-dependence and the order of

peptides’ maximal positive modulatory activity was consist-

ent with the previous studies, TYMW > GYMF > NYMI.

Similar isotherms were computed at 5, 15, and 378C. Control
reactions for the reagents (�GAL and ONPG) confirmed

their activity.

One way to evaluate the statistical significance of the three

of eight peptide ‘‘hit rate’’ uses Bayesian statistics with the

assumption of a reasonable Bayesian prior. This technique

evaluates the difference of a finding from its justifiable statis-

tical expectation.17 We use the finding that a high through-

put screening of a random peptide library of 200,000

to 300,000 candidates is expected to yield approximately

five hits.93,94 If we make the generous assumption of five

‘‘random’’ hits per 100,000, that is P(B) ¼ 0.00005, and the

observed peptide-�GAL hit rate was P(A) ¼ 0.375, then

the probability that the observed three of eight hit rate was

due to random chance can be computed as P(A|B)P(B)/P(A)

¼ 0.00001875 � 0.00005/0.375 & 2.0 � 10�9.17

Qualitative Evidence of Competitive and

Noncompetitive Interactions Between TYMW,

GYMF, and NYMI for �GAL Binding Suggests

Allosteric Site Multiplicity

Seeking evidence for singularity versus multiplicity of pep-

tide �GAL allosteric binding site(s) for the three active

�GAL hydrophobic mode matched peptides, we looked at

binary competition among them with respect to their bind-

ing enzyme-activation by �GAL. We used the second ELISA

experimental method as described earlier. Generally,

plate immobilization of one of the three active peptides, pep-

tidebound was followed by incubation with �GAL. Each of the

two remaining peptides, the free peptides, peptidefree, were

initially incubated separately with �GAL, followed by the

addition of the mix to the peptidebound-�GAL samples and

incubated again looking for indications of competitive or

noncompetitive interactions of the peptidefree with respect to

the peptidebound. Final �GAL concentrations used were 1920,

960, 480, 240, and 120 ng/well. In these experiments, each

data point plotted in Figures 6A–6C and 7A–7C represents

the mean and standard errors of experimental values exe-

cuted in triplicate.

Table II Amino Acid Sequences of Eigenvector Template

Generated bGAL-Targeted Peptides

Polypeptide Relative Emax (%) Ka 1/M

�GAL mABa 100.0 6 18.5 3.79 � 107

H-QYMWAWNVRVAIDA–OH <1.0 –

H-GYVFAWGVAMAIER–OH <1.0 –

H-QYVWAWTVAVAFDR–OH <1.0 –

H-NYMIAWTVRVALEA–OH 76.4 6 13.8 9.81 �105

H-GYMFAFSVRVALDA–OH 159.76 17.4 1.14 � 106

H-SYVFAIGVRMALDA–OH <1.0 –

H-TYMWAWQVRVAFDA–OH 187.46 40.1 3.4 � 106

H-QYMIAWQVRVALEA–OH <1.0 –

a Sigma (G-8021) �GAL mAb ELISA; 100%¼ 20.6 mOD/min/mg at 238C.
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FIGURE 6 The results of the binary peptide competition experiments, looking for competitive ver-

sus noncompetitive interactions between them with respect to �GAL binding-activation. The peptide-

augmented enzyme activation functions are coded in squares, triangles and circles. Generally, the ELI-

SAs were run in triplicate, with the means and standard deviations plotted using the format like that

in Figure 5. 2.16 � 10�7M of the indicated peptide was ‘‘immobilized,’’ (bound), treated as described

in the text and then incubated for 1 h with �GAL, such that its final concentration was 1920, 960, 480,

240, or 120 ng/well. The other two peptides, (free), in 2.16 � 10�7M concentrations in each set of

experiments, were premixed and incubated separately for 1 h with �GAL, then mixed with the pepti-

debound preparations for another hour of joint incubation. The final concentrations of �GAL per well

in all sample sets were as indicated above. A demonstrates a reduction of the ELISA colorimetric signal

generated by the TYMWbound system by preincubation by either GYMFfree or NYMIfree, suggesting

that both GYMF and NYMI were in competition with TYMWbound for a putative allosteric site. One

result shown in B is consistent with a competitive interaction for �GAL binding of GYMFbound by

TYMWfree, in that the latter reduced the activity of the former. On the other hand, in B, NYMIfree
increased the activity of �GAL above that induced by GYMFbound, suggesting a noncompetitive inter-

action and possible �GAL allosteric site multiplicity with respect to these two peptides. C demonstrates

a reduction in activity induced by GYMFfree. This apparent competitive interaction is in conflict with

the findings of A and B. Similarly, TYMWfree by augmenting the activity of NYMIbound, suggests a non-

competitive interaction between them (see text for details).
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In this sequence of experiments, each of the peptidebound,

in a concentration of 2.16 � 10�7M, was immobilized onto

the 96-well plates for 22 h at room temperature (until com-

pletely dry). The plates were then washed with TBS buffer,

BSA was added to each well and then incubated for 1 h at

room temperature, after which the BSA was discarded, and

the plates were washed with TBS buffer. In parallel, each of

the two (remaining) peptidefree, in concentrations of 2.16 �
10�7M, was mixed in separate tubes with the �GAL and

incubated for 1 h at 158C. The peptidefree-�GAL mixes were

then added to the wells containing peptidebound, and incu-

bated for an additional hour at 158C. The binding isotherms

across the indicated final concentrations of �GAL at 158C of

are displayed in Figures 6A–6C. Their rates, S, attained by

the peptidebound preparation and normalized for their maxi-

mum velocities, Smax (in mOD/min), were plotted as Smax/S

as a function of the reciprocal of the �GAL concentrations,

1/�GAL, as in Figures 7A–7C. The slope of the reciprocal

plots reflects the dissociation constants, Kd, of �GAL binding

to the peptides (see next section). The activities of the pepti-

debound and �GAL in the absence of either of the free pepti-

des was compared with its activities in the presence of the

peptidefree, preincubated with �GAL, and displayed both as

binding isotherms at 158C in Figures 6A–6C and as the re-

ciprocal plots, Smax/S versus 1/�GAL in Figures 7A–7C. The

reciprocal plot representation has the disadvantage of com-

pressing the data points at high �GAL concentrations into

small regions and emphasizing the points at low concentra-

tion. Its advantage is that one can read the dissociation con-

stants, Kd, directly from their slopes.90,91,95,96

Before doing quantitative analysis of the kinetics of �GAL

binding to the allosteric peptides, we view the kinetic data

qualitatively. In these studies, the isotherms were studied at

158C, and means and their standard errors were plotted.

FIGURE 7 The reciprocal plots of the same data that were portrayed as binding isotherms in Fig-

ure 6. In the ELISA procedure, the optical density at 420 nm (in mOD/min) was normalized with

respect to the highest activity achieved by peptidebound at the highest concentration of �GAL/well
in the absence of peptidefree, (i.e., Smax). All peptide binding-activation values, S, were scaled rela-

tive to their Smax. The reciprocal ratios, Smax/S, were plotted as functions of the reciprocal of the

�GAL concentration, 1/[�GAL]. Kds for binding of �GAL to the peptidebound were read directly

from the slopes of the line labeled with squares.90 See the results of the computational analyses of

the reciprocal plots, using the inset equation and its results in Tables III–VI, and the associated text.
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Figure 6A portrays the �GAL binding isotherm of the

TYMWbound function indexed by filled squares. Preincuba-

tion of NYMIfree with �GAL followed by addition of the mix

to the TYMWbound wells and incubation for another hour

are graphed across �GAL concentrations and as filled tri-

angles. The reduction of apparent affinity and the velocity

maximum compared with the isotherm of TYMWbound sug-

gests that NYMI occupies some of the same binding sites as

TYMW. This result is suggestive of the competitive interac-

tion for the allosteric site(s) of NYMI and TYMW.

The results of preincubation of GYMFfree with �GAL, fol-

lowed by addition of the mix to the TYMWbound containing

wells and incubation for another hour across �GAL concen-

trations are graphed as filled circles. The reduction in appa-

rent affinity and the velocity maximum engendered by

GYMFfree (Figure 6A) is consistent with a same site(s) com-

petitive interaction for TYMW-�GAL binding by GYMF.

These experiments suggest that NYMI and, more robustly,

GYMF are engaged in competitive interactions for the same

allosteric binding site(s) as TYMW. Or, possibly, if there is

multiplicity in allosteric sites, TYMW can be seen to compete

with NYMI and GYMF for their independent binding site(s).

The graphs of Figure 6B are consistent with the hypothesis

of a competitive interaction for �GAL binding of GYMFbound
and TYMWfree, and with the results in Figures 6A and 7A.

The �GAL binding isotherm of GYMFbound is graphed as the

function marked with filled squares. The amplitude is

reduced by the preincubation of �GAL with TYMWfree as

indicated by the function marked with filled circles in Figure

6B. In contrast, when �GAL was preincubated with NYMIfree
before mixing and incubation with GYMFbound, graphed as

solid triangles in Figure 6B, an augmentation was observed.

The latter findings suggest independent allosteric sites and

noncompetitive interaction of GYMF and NYMI.

The experiments illustrated in Figure 6C have NYMI

bound, with its function indexed with filled squares. Its inter-

action with GYMFfree, indexed as solid triangles, demon-

strates a decrease in amplitude. This suggests a competitive

interaction for �GAL binding of GYMF and NYMI. This

finding conflicts with those shown in Figures 6A and 6B. In

addition, in contrast with the experiments graphed in Figures

6A and 6B, it appears that TYMWfree, solid circles, manifests

an increment in the velocity plot, suggesting noncompetitive

interaction with NYMI. Recall that of our active peptides,

NYMI manifests the lowest amplitude of �GAL binding by

close to an order of magnitude across NYMI concentrations

(Figure 4). NYMI binding is also significantly lower than the

other two peptides across �GAL concentrations (Figure 5).

This relatively lower �GAL binding of NYMI may be respon-

sible for the apparent inconsistencies in its relative kinetic

behavior demonstrated in Figures 6A and 6B with respect to

that in Figure 6C.

If we use the data underlying Figures 6A and 6B as the

weight of the qualitative kinetic evidence, we would conclude

that TYMW interacts competitively with both GYMF and

NYMI, and that GYMF interacts noncompetitively with

NYMI. This would lead to the hypothesis that there are, min-

imally, two independent �GAL allosteric sites as defined by

NYMI and GYMF binding respectively, both of which bind

TYMW. The multiplicity of �GAL’s hydrophobic eigenmodes

(Figure 1), the distributed character of their sequence loca-

tions (Figures 2 and 3), and accessible antibody- defined

binding sites (Figures 2 and 3, and Table I), yield opportuni-

ties for the possible multiplicity of �GAL’s allosteric peptide

binding sites. This is generally consistent with the postulated

empirical and opportunistic character of allosteric site dis-

covery in proteins.97

Examination of Peptidebound and Peptidefree
Dissociation Constants

In the analyses of the data portrayed in Figures 7A–7C, the

optical density at 420 nm as a function of time, reflecting

binding-induced activation of �GAL, was normalized with

respect to the maximal ELISA signal obtained at the highest

concentration of �GAL bound by peptidebound, called Smax in

the absence of peptidefree. All of these kinetic studies involved

binding isotherms with �GAL at the indicated concentra-

tions for 1 h at 158C. All binding-activation values, as S,

for each set of experiments in relation to a particular pep-

tidebound, were scaled relative to its Smax. The ratio Smax/S is

plotted as a function of the reciprocal of the �GAL concen-

tration, 1/[�GAL]. The slopes of the line labeled with filled

squares represent the Kds for binding of �GAL to the pepti-

debound. We assume that, with respect to each peptidefree,

whether their interaction with peptidebound is competitive or

noncompetitive, the slopes of their reciprocal plots, labeled

with circles and triangles are simple functions of their Kds

and the �GAL concentrations.

Since in Figures 7A–7C the Kdbound of the �GAL-

peptidebound can be read directly from the slopes of their re-

ciprocal plots,90 and the initial concentration of all of the

[peptidefree] were fixed at 2.16 � 10�7M (see above), we can

solve for the Kdfree of the �GAL-peptidefree interaction using

the expression:

Kdfree ¼ Kdbound½peptidefree�
slopefree � Kdbound

With reference to the data plotted in Figures 7A–7C, the cor-

responding Tables III–V contain the values computed for the
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Kdbound directly from their slopes and the Kdfree computed

from the given initial peptidefree concentrations, followed by

solving for Kdfree using the above equation. The r’s represents

the correlation coefficient of the data points with respect to

the kinetic best fit straight line in the reciprocal plots and � is

an estimate of the statistical significance of its respective r

value.

With exception of the dissociation constants for NYMIfree,

Table VI summarizes the good agreement between two inde-

pendent experiments (Tables III and V) for GYMFfree, Kdfree
¼ 0.6 6 0.15 and 0.44 6 0.07 � 10�7M, and (Tables IV and

V) for TYMFfree, Kdfree ¼ 1.4 6 0.34 and 0.94 6 0.10

� 10�7M. Recall that NYMI was the peptide with the small-

est maximum ELISA activity, with a significantly lower Smax

and more ambiguous competitive kinetics with respect to

�GAL binding compared with the other two peptides (see

above). It is also interesting that both GYMF and TYMF

manifest about a fourfold lower Kd as peptidefree than as

peptidebound. The fourfold greater affinities for both peptides

in solution compared to when they were bound may indicate

that potential �GAL binding sites are altered by physical

binding to the wells.

Evidence for the Temperature Dependence

of Eigenvector Peptides’ Modulation of �GAL
Binding-Activation

Although not the principle focus of these studies, the charac-

teristics of the temperature dependence of the active peptide-

�GAL ligand binding kinetics98–100 were examined. We

postulated that these analyses would yield kinetic evidence

consistent with the ‘‘extra thermodynamic,’’ enthalpy–en-

tropy compensation, ECC, phenomenon known for many

hydrophobic ligand–globular protein interactions in aqueous

environments.42,100–104 This is particularly relevant since the

autocovariance eigenvector template peptide design algo-

rithm is based on sequential autocorrelation patterns of

amino acid hydrophobicities.

Fixed weights, 25 �g/well of each of mAB, TYMW, GYMF,

and NYMI were immobilized by drying on the plates for 22 h

at room temperature and treated with TBS buffer and BSA,

as described earlier. Using the ELISA colorimetric procedures

outlined earlier, the samples were then titrated with �GAL at

the indicated concentrations, and incubated at temperatures

of 5, 15, 23, or 378C, each in triplicate, for 1 h.

Figures 8A–8C are graphs of the mean of triplicate ELISA

signals in mOD/min plotted against the indicated �GAL con-

centrations at these four temperatures. The kinetics of �GAL

binding to TYMW, 7A, and GYMF, 7B, yield functions with

slopes that are systematically temperature dependent. �GAL

binding to NYMI, 7C appears to be nonlinear in its tempera-

ture dependence, with the slope of the function at 238C par-

alleling that at 58C. Similar nonlinear temperature depend-

ence in hydrophobically involved binding by polypeptides

has been reported.105

The binding association constants at the indicated tempera-

tures were computed using the same Hill plot formalism as ear-

lier, ln Y
1�Y

¼ ln Kaþ n ln½�GAL�3 Figure 9 shows the temper-

ature dependence of the Gibbs free energies for �GAL bind-

ing of the three peptides and the mAB at the four indicated

temperatures. The negative values of the DG’s are consistent
with the observed spontaneous binding by the four ligands.

The larger negative DG values for mAB are consistent with

the observed greater binding affinity of mAB relative to the

eigenvector template generated peptides, as seen in Table II.

The relatively small changes observed in DG’s over in-

creasing temperature are consistent with the presence of

compensation behavior: the possibility, as in the second law

Table IV GYMF Is Peptidebound, [Peptidefree] 5 2.163 1027M

Peptidefree Slope 10�7M r � Kdbound 10
�7M Kdfree 10

�7M

(GYMF) 2.24 6 0.07 0.99 <0.0001 2.24 6 0.07 –

TYMW 7.4 6 0.5 0.99 <0.0001 – 0.946 0.10

NYMI 5.0 6 0.3 0.99 <0.0001 – 1.756 0.16

Table III TYMW is Peptidebound, [Peptidefree]5 2.163 10-7M

Peptidefree Slope 10�7M r � Kdbound 10
�7M Kdfree 10

�7M

(TYMW) 3.96 6 0.16 0.997 <0.0001 3.96 6 0.16 –

GYMF 23.66 2.8 0.97 <0.001 – 0.446 0.07

NYMI 6.276 0.26 0.997 <0.0001 – 3.7 6 0.3
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derived Gibbs relation, DG ¼ DH � TDS,102 that changes in
DH with binding may be compensated by correlated changes

in DS. 41,43,45–47,106–108 For example, among the earliest stud-

ies of the temperature dependence of peptide (�-endorphin)

binding affinities for its membrane receptor,44 it found that

the van’t Hoff plot of binding affinity as a function of tem-

perature was linear, and there were positive changes in DG,
DH, and DS. This led the authors to speculate that binding

was dominated by hydrophobic interactions. However in

Raffa’s review of results involving temperature dependent

binding of opioids to membrane receptors, cloned receptors

expressed in cell lines and his work with isolated tissue con-

cluded that, whereas DS was consistently positive, DH could

be increased, decreased, or negligibly small.109,110 Note that

in this work, many ligands were small organic molecules and

not peptides.

To deduce compensation behavior from the Hill plot for-

malism and the temperature dependent binding data, we can

again use the relations, DG ¼ �2.3 RT log Ka and DG ¼ DH
� TDS. Combining and rearranging these expressions, we

get an integrated form of the van’t Hoff equation,

lnKa ¼ �H
R

1
T
� �S

R
. The related van’t Hoff differential equa-

tion can be written: d lnKa
dT

¼ �H
RT 2 or d lnKa ¼ �H

R
d 1
T
. Integrat-

ing this expression between 1
T1

and 1
T2
, we have ln Ka2

Ka1¼ �H
R
ðT2 � T1Þ=T2T1, and an experimental context for esti-

mating the thermodynamic variables. Heat capacity changes

can be estimated as �Cp ¼ �H
T2�T1

.102,106

Since lnKa ¼ �H
R

1
T
� �S

R
implies a linear relationship

between ln Ka and 1/T, with slope DH/R and intercept �DS/
R, it is frequent pharmacological practice48,106 to determine

Ka at several temperatures. Then, ln Ka is then plotted as a

function of 1/T, and DH is determined from the slope, DS
from the intercept. In these preliminary studies, both DH
and DS were consistently positive. Definitive ‘‘extrathermo-

dynamic’’ characterization will require direct scanning

microcalorimetry.101,111–117 As an approximation, we com-

puted DH’s as the slopes from 5 to 158C, 15 to 238C, and 23

to 378C and DS at 5, 15, and 238C. We pooled the resulting

12 points from the mAB and peptide temperature dependent

binding data and plotted the DH against DS.
The DH versus DS results are graphed in Figure 10, and

are consistent with the linear free energy relations (r ¼ 0.99

correlation) of a characteristic enthalpy–entropy compensa-

tion curve, with the slope approximating the mean tempera-

ture of the range of temperatures used in the binding experi-

ments.42,48,122,123 Such functions are suggestive of entropy-

driven and hydrophobic effect mediated alterations in solvent

organization.117 Binding is associated with hydrophobic

dehydration and aggregation.118–121 This would be consistent

with the premise underlying the algorithmic design of pro-

tein hydrophobic mode matched eigenvector generated pep-

tides of these studies. These very preliminary findings await

more extensive study involving many more temperatures

and, ideally, direct microcalorimetry.124–126

DISCUSSION
Hydrophobic eigenmode matched 14–20 residue peptides

can, with relatively high probability and in a demonstrably

functional way, compress and represent crucial information

of much larger proteins, such as the 1021 residue �GAL. We

accomplish this through the computational extraction of

the leading hydrophobic autocorrelation mode eigenvectors

of the target protein. Using Bayesian statistics and experi-

mentally reasonable assumptions, the probability of reported

three out of eight hydrophobic eigenvector generated �GAL-

targeted peptides being physiologically active by chance is

approximately 2.0 � 10�9 (see Results: Table II, C).

The global condensation of the signal information of a

long protein via a short peptide is not unique to our system

of analyses and design. It is a well established phenomenon

in the T-cell antigen complex, MHC ‘‘peptide receptor’’ sys-

tem that encodes the intracellular presence of a specific pro-

tein via a short peptide on its surface.127–129 In addition, the

sequence of ‘‘hydrophobic fingers,’’ suggested as a physical

expression of the condensed protein code in MHC pepti-

des128 may be related to the ligand–protein interactions pre-

Table VI Summary of Dissociation Constants

Peptide Kdbound 10
�7M Kdfree 10

�7M

NYMI 1.0 6 0.12 1.75 6 0.16; 3.7 6 0.3

GYMF 2.246 0.07 0.6 6 0.15; 0.446 0.07

TYMW 3.966 0.16 1.4 6 0.34; 0.946 0.10

Table V NYMI Is Peptidebound, [Peptidefree] 5 2.16 �� 1027M

Peptidefree Slope 10�7M r � Kdbound 10
�7M Kdfree 10

�7M

(NYMI) 1.0 6 0.1 0.97 <0.0001 1.0 6 0.12 –

TYMW 2.5 6 0.3 0.97 <0.0001 – 1.4 6 0.34

GYMF 4.6 6 0.6 0.97 <0.0016 – 0.6 6 0.15
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dicated on similarities in their hydrophobic autocorrelation

eigenvectors.1,4,7,16 A similar manifestation of short peptide

signaling of a large protein in immunological systems is evi-

denced by the successful use of protein analogue peptides as

‘‘protein mimetic’’ short peptide antigens.130–132 These find-

ings suggest the presence of a functionally meaningful, more

global encoding of protein sequences lying latent in the phys-

ical properties of specific amino acid series.

The structural locations of the putative hydrophobic

interactions of eigenmode matched peptides and proteins

FIGURE 8 The ELISA signal-monitored �GAL titration curves of the indicated peptides as pepti-

debound in fixed concentrations of 25 �g/well. The assays were run at 5, 15, 23, and 378C. Each point

represents the mean and standard deviation of triplicate determinations. This data and the Gibbs

relations were used to estimate the free energy of �GAL-peptidebound binding, as graphed in Figure

9. The text explicates how the van’t Hoff relation was used to estimate the linear free energy rela-

tions. These results are consistent with enthalpy–entropy compensation, graphed in Figure 10.
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were relatively clear with respect to accessibility in the case of

our past studies of algorithmically designed peptide ligands

targeting G-protein coupled receptors.7,16,70 The leading

hydrophobic eigenfunction of these integral membrane

receptors tend to demonstrate 7–12 very large peaks, with its

relatively long wavelengths/wavenumbers in evidence in the

power spectra and wavelet transformations of the hydropho-

bic sequence.61,62 We speculated that this first leading eigen-

function, and its associated eigenvector, represent the highly

hydrophobic transmembrane segments.1 Similar spectro-

scopic findings on hydrophobically transformed protein

amino acid sequences have been reported.8,9,63 When the

hydrophobic variation of this leading eigenfunction is math-

ematically removed, the modes of the residual secondary and

tertiary eigenvectors appeared to match those of the receptor

protein’s extramembranous peptide segments,7,14 those that

are accessible in the extracellular space. These hydrophobic

eigenvectors were used to design peptide ligands.

In contrast with the better established inside/outside sta-

tus of amino acid sequences in membrane receptors, we were

without a priori ideas about the accessibility status of the

peptide segments of the representative globular protein,

�GAL. Fortunately, Celada and associates had performed

studies of peptide fragment antigen generated protein acces-

sibility to peptide antibodies23,24,40 (Table I). With these

studies, we were able to find hydrophobic eigenvector modes

in the analysis of the whole protein (Figure 1), which also

corresponded to those that were evident in peptide segments

that Celada had shown to be accessible (Table I, Figures 2A,

2B and 3). Hydrophobic eigenmode content and accessibility

to antibody peptides served as joint criteria for the eigenvec-

tor design of the peptide ligands used in these studies.

Positive allosteric binding of �GAL by TYMW, GYMF,

and NYMI was observed when studied across peptide (Figure

4) and across �GAL (Figure 5) concentrations. Allosteric ki-

netic studies of the �GAL activation-binding by these three

peptides demonstrated both competitive and noncompetitive

interactions, suggesting a multiplicity of allosterically active

�GAL sites (Figures 6A–6C; Figures 7A–7C; Table III). With

respect to the uniqueness or binding specificity of �GAL’s

binding site(s) for these hydrophobic eigenvector template

generated peptides, we recall a passage from a recent Christo-

poulos and Kenekin review of receptor allosterisms and com-

plexing, ‘‘. . . hormone or neurotransmitter allosteric sites

may simply represent accessory domains, normally serving

structural roles, and it is only with the discovery of (func-

tionally active) exogenous ligands that recognize these

domains, that allosteric modulation of function becomes

biologically relevant . . ..’’97

The studies of temperature dependent isotherms of pep-

tide activation-binding of �GAL (Figures 8A–8C; Figure 9),

although consistent with our hypothesis of hydrophobic

eigenmode matched binding, must be considered prelimi-

FIGURE 9 The plots of the temperature dependence of the nega-

tive Gibbs free energies, �DG (in cal/mol), computed from the af-

finity constants, Ka’s, of the monoclonal antibody, mAB, and pep-

tide-�GAL binding, such that DG ¼ �2.3RT ln Ka. The negative

free energies are consistent with observed spontaneous binding. The

larger �DG for the mAB is consistent with its greater binding reac-

tivity relative to that of the peptides (Table II).

FIGURE 10 The results of determining the temperature depend-

ence of the Ka’s of the �GAL-mAB and peptide binding. ln Ka is

plotted as a function of 1/T such that DH was determined from the

slope, and DS from the intercept.102,110 Due to the nonlinearity of

the global ln Ka 1/T plot relation, we used a piecewise linear approx-

imation. The DHs were determined from the slopes of the Ka’s from

5 to 158C, from 15 to 238C and from 23 to 378C. DS’s were esti-

mated at 5, 15, and 238C. Pooling the results yielded a linear free

energy relation, r ¼ 0.99, with a characteristic entropy–enthalpy

compensation function whose slope approximates the mean abso-

lute temperature used in these binding experiments.42,46,108 These

results suggest entropy-driven alterations in solvent organization43

associated with binding involving hydrophobic dehydration and

aggregation.118–121
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nary due to the less than ideal number of temperature points

used in these studies and the general superiority of microca-

lorimetry over the temperature dependent kinetics as we

have used them.101,102 Nonetheless, computation of the en-

thalpy, DH, and entropy, DS, relation using all the tempera-

ture dependent kinetic studies (summarized in Figure 10)

revealed a classical linear free energy, enthalpy, entropy rela-

tion. The slope of 290.6 6 4 K is the approximate median of

the temperatures used in these studies. This behavior is char-

acteristic of hydrophobic interactions of small and large bio-

organic molecules in water.41,42,102

These studies suggest that it is possible to design globular

protein-targeted small peptides that can serve as modulators

and allosteric ligands. Here, these de novo peptides mani-

fested thermodynamic behavior consistent with hydrophobic

eigenmode matched peptide ligand-accessible protein pep-

tide segment binding. Entropy–enthalpy compensation is

manifested by protein folding in water which may be analo-

gous to our autocorrelation matched peptide segments

‘‘folding’’ together.
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